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Welcome

Welcome to EZ Cheats, Cheats Unlimited's
collection of the greatest cheats, tips, secrets and
unlocks for Xbox 360 and Xbox 3rd Edition!
There's an old saying, which goes a little something like

this: “if at first you don't succeed, cheat”. It's a helpful little
adage, one that has helped many an athlete to a gold medal
in the past (before they were forced to give it back) and
something that has assisted in the completion of difficult
video games for many years too.

While some players would be content to keep mashing
away at the buttons, having their backside kicked by thugs,
zombies, demons or animals to the point where controllers,
televisions and sometimes even limbs were broken, the
more crafty would call upon that fateful reserve - the cheat
code.   With a few button presses, or maybe a handy or
humorous password, those who had caused us to curse to
the high heavens would instead be left trailing in our wake.

As time went on, the world of cheating changed too. For
some, cheating and cheat codes were no longer a crutch for
getting through a game, rather a reward for finishing them
off their own steam. A second play-through with cheats
enabled made for a far more exciting turn of events. In
some instances, cheats stopped being about actual
“cheating” and simply became about changing the
environment for a new experience. You might be adding
invisible walls to a football pitch or simply giving big heads
to everybody in the surrounding area.

Cheat Codes themselves were joined by the likes of tips,
handy pieces of advice to help you through a certain
section, or secrets and unlocks - additional features,
characters and other extras that can be earned by
performing certain tasks within a game.



The arrival of the HD consoles even brought a new feature
to the world of gaming, visual awards that could be shown
off to other gamers.  Microsoft set the ball rolling with their
Achievements system for Xbox 360, while Sony followed suit
with Trophies. With players now able to provide proof of
their skills to others, the desire for help in completing the
set tasks became even greater. You couldn't cheat them, but
you could certainly gain assistance in earning them. Secret
Trophies and Achievements, the objectives for which
remained hidden, left players hungrily searching for what
they needed to do in order to get that elusive mark on their
gamer-cards.

One thing is for sure, while the likes of cheats and tips
themselves have gone through a number of changes over
the years, there's something that has remained constant,
which is that Cheats Unlimited has been there to provide
them to the general public. Through phone lines, fax
machines, Web sites, WAP sites and more, the Cheats
Unlimited brand, fronted by the glamorous and gorgeous
Cheatmistress, has been there for over 5 million gamers,
when they needed us most.

When bosses got the better of you, Cheats Unlimited was
there. If your weapons were always running out of ammo,
Cheat Unlimited was there. Even if the weather took a turn
for the worse, and you just wanted a spot of extra fun from
your games, Cheats Unlimited was there for you when the
rain started to pour. And we're still here for you, 24 hours a
day and 7 days a week, with this Cheat Book that you're
reading right now a testament to the hard work we've put in
for you, the gamers, over these past twelve years.

This book brings together an amazing selection of cheat
codes, tips, unlockables and secrets for Xbox 360 and Xbox
consoles. Whether you want to find out how to spawn
  specific vehicles, learn how to open up harder difficulty
settings, or discover sneaky ways to earn additional in-game



currency, we have the answers.  Where once you were lost,
now you will be found, all courtesy of the Cheat Mistress and
Cheats Unlimited. As a bonus we've included the full
walkthrough guide for Halo: Reach. Enjoy!



Xbox
007 James Bond: Agent Under Fire

Gold Bonuses - Single Player Mode Cheats
Although the game tells you what you need to do to get

the gold bonuses, it doesn't actually tell you what these
bonuses are. Thank goodness I'm not so cruel!

Unlock the Golden Gun
First off, if you can accomplish the Gold target of 50,000

points on Mission 1: Trouble in Paradise, you will unlock the
Golden Gun, which will then be in your inventory at the start
of all walking missions.

Unlock the Golden CH-6
Moving on, if you earn the Gold target of 50,000 points on

Mission 2: Precious Cargo, you will unlock the Golden CH-6.
Again, this will then become permanently available in all
walking missions.

Unlimited Missiles
Next up, by achieving the Gold target of 70,000 points in

Mission 3: Dangerous Pursuit, you will unlock Unlimited
Missiles. However, this cheat will only apply to the driving
levels in the game.

Golden Accuracy Mode
Continuing onwards, if you can meet the Gold target of

70,000 points in Mission 4: Bad Diplomacy, you will unlock
Golden Accuracy, which should ensure that none of your
shots go astray.

Golden Clip Mode



Next, by reaching the rather large Gold target of 90,000
on Mission 5: Cold Reception, you will unlock the Golden
Clip. This particular cheat will only be available in the
walking missions of the game.

Unlock Gold Grenades
Following quickly on, if you can make it to the Gold target

of 90,000 points on Mission 6: Night of the Jackal, you will be
blessed with a supply of gold grenades. With the cheat
unlocked, the grenades will be in your inventory at the start
of every walking mission.

Unlock the Lotus Esprit
Next up, if you can clear the Gold target of 100,000 points

in Mission 7: Streets of Bucharest, you will unlock a brand
new car. Once you've reached this target, the Lotus Esprit
will become your car of choice in the single player driving
missions.

Rapid Fire Mode
The same Gold target of 100,000 points must be reached

in Mission 8: Fire and Water, if you wish to unlock the Rapid
Fire cheat. Once you've unlocked this cheat, pauses
between shots and reloading will become a thing of the
past.

Unlock Golden Armour
Continuing swiftly onwards, if you can reach the

challenging Gold target of 110,000 points for Mission 9:
Forbidden Depths, you will unlock Golden Armour. With this
unlocked, it will be attached to your person at the start of
each walking mission, thus making it harder for enemies to
attack you.

Unlock Golden Bullets



The targets keep getting bigger, and with Mission 10:
Poseidon, you need to reach a Gold target of 120,000
points. After you've done this, you will unlock Golden
Bullets, which will help you to do a lot more damage than
normal during the walking missions.

Unlock Regenerative Armour
There are just two more awards to go, the first of which is

yours if you reach the Gold target of 130,000 points on
Mission 11: Mediterranean Crisis. By reaching this target,
you'll unlock regenerative armour, which means that your
armour will restore itself after you've been hit! It's the
closest thing to invincibility you can get!

Unlimited Ammo
Finally, if you can reach the Gold target of 130,000 points

on Mission 12: Evil Summit, you will unlock Unlimited
Ammo. After you've done this, you'll never have to worry
about your weapons running dry in the heat of battle again,
and it will sure make the Mission 13: Final Battle a heck of a
lot easier!

Platinum Bonuses - Multiplayer Mode Cheats

Unlock the Rocket Manor Map
First off, if you can accomplish the Platinum target of

50,000 points and the four 007 icons on Mission 1: Trouble
in Paradise, you will unlock the Rocket Manor multiplayer
map.

Unlock the Golden Gun
Moving on, if you earn the Platinum target of 50,000

points and the six 007 icons on Mission 2: Precious Cargo,
you will unlock the Golden Gun multiplayer mode.

Unlock Stealth Bond



Next up, by achieving the Platinum target of 70,000 points
and the five 007 icons in Mission 3: Dangerous Pursuit, you
will unlock the hidden multiplayer character, Stealth Bond.

Unlock Gravity Boots
Continuing onwards, if you can meet the Platinum target

of 70,000 points and the four 007 icons in Mission 4: Bad
Diplomacy, you will unlock the Gravity Boots power up in
multiplayer mode.

Unlock the Guard Character
Next, by reaching the rather large Platinum target of

90,000 and the seven 007 icons on Mission 5: Cold
Reception, you will unlock the hidden multiplayer guard, the
Guard.

Unlock the Viper
Following quickly on, if you can make it to the Platinum

target of 90,000 points and the four 007 icons on Mission 6:
Night of the Jackal, you will be blessed with the Viper in
multiplayer mode.

Unlock the Alpine Guard Character
Next up, if you can clear the Platinum target of 100,000

points and the six 007 icons in Mission 7: Streets of
Bucharest, you will unlock the hidden multiplayer character,
the Alpine Guard.

Unlock the Calypso
The same Platinum target of 100,000 points and the eight

007 icons must be reached in Mission 8: Fire and Water, if
you wish to unlock the Calypso weapon for use in
multiplayer mode.

All Weapons in Multiplayer Mode
Continuing swiftly onwards, if you can reach the

challenging Platinum target of 110,000 points and four 007



icons for Mission 9: Forbidden Depths, you will unlock a full
arsenal, which means you'll never have to worry about not
having the right weapon again!

Unlock the Cyclops Oil Guard Character
The targets keep getting bigger, and with Mission 10:

Poseidon, you need to reach a Platinum target of 120,000
points and the five 007 icons. After you've done this, you
will unlock the hidden multiplayer character, the Cyclops Oil
Guard.

Unlock the Poseidon Guard Character
There are just two more awards to go, the first of which is

yours if you reach the Platinum target of 130,000 points and
the nine 007 icons on Mission 11: Mediterranean Crisis. By
reaching this target, you'll the hidden multiplayer character,
the Poseidon Guard

Unlock the Carrier Guard Character
Finally, if you can reach the Platinum target of 130,000

points and the six 007 icons on Mission 12: Evil Summit, you
will unlock the hidden multiplayer character, the Carrier
Guard.

007 James Bond: Everything or
Nothing

Cheat Code Unlocks
By performing the following actions throughout the game,

you will unlock cheat codes. The code will appear on-screen
when you've unlocked it, and then you can enter it on the
pause menu. Please note, the codes can only be used in the
game you unlocked it in.

Golden Gun



First of all, to unlock the Golden Gun cheat code, you must
earn one platinum ranking in the game.

Improved Traction
To unlock the code that gives you improved traction on

your vehicles, you must successfully earn three platinum
rankings in the game.

Improved Battery
For the improved battery cheat code, which will allow

battery-operated gadgets to last longer, earn a total of five
platinum rankings.

Double Ammo
To unlock the double ammo cheat code, you must earn

seven platinum rankings in the game.

Double Damage
Or, for the double damage cheat code, you need to

successfully earn eleven platinum rankings.

Full Ammo
For the full ammo cheat code, you have to earn a total of

thirteen platinum rankings in the game.

Cloak
If you wish to unlock the "cloak" cheat code, you must

tally up a total of fifteen platinum rankings in the game.

Full Battery
In order to unlock the full battery cheat code, your task is

to accumulate seventeen platinum rankings in your game.

All Weapons
Or, to unlock the all weapons cheat code, you must earn

nineteen platinum rankings in the game.



Unlimited Battery
If you want to unlock the unlimited battery cheat code,

you must earn a grand total of twenty-three platinum
rankings in the game.

Unlimited Ammo
For the unlimited ammo cheat code, you have to

successfully earn twenty-five platinum rankings in the
game.

Platinum Gun
Finally, to unlock the platinum gun cheat code, you must

earn a whopping twenty-seven platinum rankings in the
game.

Production Stills 1-5
For the first five gold rankings that you earn in the game,

you'll unlock the first five sets of production stills.

Helicopter Upgrade
When you earn six gold rankings, you'll unlock an upgrade

for the Helicopter.

Production Stills 6
Earn seven gold rankings to unlock the sixth set of

production stills.

Serena
Achieve eight gold rankings, and you'll unlock Serena as a

playable character.

Production Stills 7
If you can get nine gold rankings, you'll unlock the

seventh set of production stills.

Tank Upgrade



When you've managed to achieve ten gold rankings, you'll
unlock the upgrade for the tank.

Underworld Level
Earn eleven gold rankings, and then you'll unlock the

Underworld level.

Cayenne Upgrade
If you can get twelve gold rankings, you'll unlock an

upgrade for the Cayenne.

Production Stills 8
Successfully earn thirteen gold rankings, and then you'll

unlock the eighth set of production stills.

Mya
By getting fourteen gold rankings in the game, you'll

unlock Mya as a playable character.

Vanquish Upgrade
When you've earned fifteen gold rankings, you'll get an

upgrade for the Vanquish.

Production Stills 9
Make it to sixteen gold rankings, and you'll unlock the

ninth set of production stills.

Miss Nagai
Earn a total of seventeen gold rankings, and then Miss

Nagai will be unlocked as a playable character.

Production Stills 10-11
If you can make it to eighteen and then nineteen gold

rankings, you'll unlock the tenth and eleventh sets of
production stills respectively.

Katya



When you reach a total of twenty gold rankings, you'll
unlock Katya as a playable character.

Triumph Upgrade
Get to twenty-one gold rankings, and then you'll have

unlocked an upgrade for the Triumph.

Production Stills 12-13
By earning twenty-two and then twenty-three gold

rankings, you'll unlock the twelfth and thirteenth sets of
production stills respectively.

Nanotank Upgrade
When you've earned twenty-four gold rankings in the

game, you'll unlock an upgrade for the Nanotank.

Production Stills 14
For twenty-five gold rankings earned, you'll receive the

fourteenth set of production stills.

Gallery
And finally, when you've earned twenty-seven gold

rankings, you'll unlock the gallery.

Arena Mode and Cistern Arena
To unlock arena mode and the Cistern Arena, you must

earn 30 points in co-op mode.

Baron Samedi
If you wish to unlock Baron Samedi as a hidden character,

enter 50 points in co-op mode.

Odd Job
To unlock Odd Job as a hidden character, earn 70 points in

co-op mode.

Egyptian Commander



Another hidden character, the Egyptian Commander, is
unlocked when you earn 90 points in co-op mode.

Hezmet Guard
If you'd like the chance to play as a Hezmet guard, you

must earn 110 points in co-op mode.

Mya
To get hold of Mya as a playable character, simply earn

130 points in co-op mode.

Test Lab Arena
To unlock the Test Lab arena, all you need to do is earn

160 points in the co-op mode of the game.

Egyptian Guard
Or, for the Egyptian guard character, simply earn 180

points in co-op mode.

South Commander
For the South Commander character, make it up to 210

points in the co-op mode of the game.

Moscow Guard
To unlock the Moscow Guard, you must get to 230 points

in the game's co-op mode.

Le Rogue
Next up, to unlock Le Rogue, you must earn 260 points in

the co-op mode.

Agent 003
Or, for Agent 003 as a hidden character, get yourself 290

points in the co-op mode of the game.

Katya



Next up, for Katya in a jumpsuit, collect 320 points in co-
op mode.

Serena
If you wish to unlock Serena as a hidden character, earn

350 points in the co-op mode.

Burn Chamber Arena
To unlock the Burn Chamber arena, successfully collect

370 points in co-op mode.

Diayato Moscow
Or, for Diayato Moscow, you must collect 400 points in the

co-op mode of the game.

Serena (alt)
To unlock an alternate version of Serena, simply collect

430 points in co-op mode.

Miss Nagai
Finally, to unlock Miss Nagai as a playable character, just

collect 450 points in co-op mode.

007 James Bond: Nightfire
Cheats
For any of the following, all you need to do is go to the

codes screen, and then enter in the corresponding code:

All Levels
Enter PASSPORT

All Platinum Medals
Enter TARGET
Following the correct entry of this code, you'll get a

Platinum Medal for the last level that you completed. Be



warned, if you already had a medal on the level, it will
change to bronze. You must then enter the code again to
get it turned to Platinum.

Sniper Rifle Upgrade
Enter MAGAZINE

Tranquilizer Dart Upgrade
Enter SLEEPY

All Gadgets Upgraded
Enter Q LAB

Drive the Shelby Cobra
On the Enemies Vanquished level, pause the game. With

the action paused, hold the L trigger, and then enter the
following button combination: Right, Right, Left, Left, Up

Following the correct entry of this code, release the trigger
and resume game play. You'll now find that you'll be driving
the Shelby Cobra instead of the car that you began with.
This should make it a lot easier to get by this race through
the alps and make short work of the opposition's vehicle.

All Multiplayer Characters
Enter PARTY

Oddjob
Enter BOWLER

Christmas Jones
Enter NUCLEAR

Goldfinger
Enter MIDAS

Pussy Galore
Enter CIRCUS



Scaramanga
Enter ASSASSIN

Jaws
Enter DENTAL

Bond Tuxedo
Enter BLACKTIE

Baron Samedi
Enter VOODOO

Xenia Onatopp
Enter JANUS

May Day
Enter BADGIRL

Max Zorin
Enter BLIMP

Uplink Mode
Enter TRANSMIT

Assassination Mode
Enter SCOPE

Goldeneye Strike Mode
Enter ORBIT

Protection Mode
Enter GUARDIAN

Demolition Mode
Enter TNT

Team King of the Hill Mode
Enter TEAMWORK



Explosive Scenery
Enter BOOM

4x4 Evolution 2
Cheat Codes
If you haven't got the driving skill necessary to navigate

hillbilly country you could be in serious trouble. Squeal little
piggy! Get out of there fast with the help of these dignity
saving button codes.

Level Select
If you want to see all the courses that this game has to

offer then simply enter the following code at the "Press
Start" screen to activate the level select option:

X, X, White, White, Y, Y, White, X, Y, Y, X, White

Extra Money
Keeping a truck in good condition can be an expensive

business. For extra money, enter the following combination
of buttons at the "Press Start" screen:

Y, X, White, Y, X, White, X, X, Y, White, X, Y

Improved Reputation
If you want other racers to respect you and to become a

household name among the hill people try out this
'reputation' code by pressing these buttons at the "Press
Start" screen:

Y, Y, White, X, X, White, Y, Y, Y, X, X, X
That should keep your career ticking over!

50 Cent: Bulletproof



Codes
All of the following codes should be entered on the Cheat

Codes screen, which can be found within Options on the
pause screen. You must type in the code for the cheat that
you wish to use, using lower-case letters for each one.

Invincibility
First of all, to become invincible, enter the following code:

ny'sfinestyo

Stronger Weapons
To make your weapons stronger, all you need to do is

enter the following code: the hub is broken

Perfect Shots
To be always making perfect shots, simply enter the

following code: #1stunna

Empty n' Clips Counter Kill
To get the Empty N' Clips counter kill cheat, just enter the

following code: workout

Action 26
For Action 26, all you need to do is enter the following

code: orangejuice

My Buddy Video
To get the My Buddy video, you must enter in the

following code: sayhellotomylittlefriend

So Seductive Song
Next, to unlock the song "So Seductive" by Tony Yayo, you

must enter the following code: killa1

So Seductive Video
Finally to get the Tony Yayo "So Seductive" video, you

must enter the following code: yayoshome



Advent Rising
Cheat Menu
My code allows you to access the cheat menu for the

game. In order to get hold of this, simply pause the game at
any time, and then enter the following button combination:
Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, White,
Black, X

When you've entered this code correctly, the cheat menu
should be accessed, and then you can use one of the cheats
on it. If you wish to use another cheat, simply re-enter the
code and then activate that one as well.

Alien Hominid
Additional Hat Codes
All of the following codes must be entered as Alien names

on the options screen. Each code will unlock a new hat for
the multiplayer mode of the game.

Hat 4
Enter CLETUS

Hat 5
Enter APRIL

Hat 7
Enter SUPERFLY

Hat 8
Enter GOODMAN

Hat 11
Enter GRRL

Hat 12



Enter ABE

Hat 13
Enter PRINCESS

Hat 14
Enter DANDY

Aliens Vs. Predator: Extinction
Cheat Mode
If you're struggling to lead your units to victory, then

never fear, as I've got the code you need. In order to unlock
a Cheats Menu, all that you have to do is pause the game,
and then immediately enter the following button
combination:

R, R, L, R, L, L, R, L, R, R, L, R, L, L, R, L
Following the correct entry of this code, you should hear a

growling sound. After this, you can go to the options menu,
where you'll find the cheats selection. You can use this to
activate a number of superb cheat options!

Amped 2
Cheat Codes
All of the following codes must be entered at the cheats

screen, found through the options menu. Please make sure
you add a capital letter when I ask you as all of these codes
are case sensitive.

Max Stats
The first cheat I've got for you here will award your rider

maximum stats, giving no excuse not to wow the crowds



with your crazy skills. To max out your rider's stats, enter:
MaxSkills

All Levels
My next code for this collection will open up all of the

levels in the game. This means you don't have to waste
your time slogging through the game to open them up. To
open all levels, enter: AllLevels

Never Crash
Now you're able to race anywhere in the game, you'd

better not blow it all by falling off right, left and centre. Well,
to make sure you never crash again, enter the following
code: DontCrash

No Collisions
Never falling off will really impress the ladies, but you'll

still be susceptible to collisions with other riders. However,
enter my next code and you'll never hit the opposition
again: NoCollisions

Super Speed
Now you're unable to crash, you should have the

confidence to go faster than ever before. If you're up for it,
my next cheat will allow you to ride at super speeds. To
activate it, simply enter the following code: FastMove

Fast Spins
Okay, so you've got the speed, but have you got the

momentum to pull off some really fast spins? Well, to
perform super spins, simply enter the following codes:
SuperSpin

Icy Courses
The next of my cheats for this collection will make all of

the courses really icy, meaning you'll really have to have



your wits about you. To activate it, simply enter the
following code: AllIce

Low Gravity
My next code will allow you to pull off gigantic leaps,

crammed with cool tricks. To activate low gravity and give
your rider a real lift, enter the following code: LowGravity

Snowboarding Videos
My next cheat for this collection will unlock all of game's

cool snowboarding videos and show you how the experts do
it. To unlock all videos, enter the following code:
ShowRewards

Deactivate Cheats
My final code for this collection will turn off all cheats, vital

if you want to play the game properly once again. To turn off
all of the cheats I've given you, simply enter the following
code: NoCheats

Armed And Dangerous
Cheat Codes
All of the following cheats must be entered in at the

password screen, found through the options menu.

God Mode
The first cheat I've got for this collection will activate god

mode and means that you'll never have to worry about the
enemy's bad attitude again. To activate it, simply enter the
following code: Y, A, B, X, B, A, A, L

Unlock all Missions
The second cheat I've got for you here will unlock all of

the game's missions at once and allow you to play them



instantly. To activate it, simply enter the following code: Y,
White, Black, L, A, R, R, Y

Infinite Ammo
Code number three for this collection will give you infinite

ammo - great for those of you that like to keep your finger
firmly on the trigger. To activate it, simply enter the
following code: A, L, L, Black, B, White, L, L

Refill Ammo
If you prefer to refill your ammo whenever you want,

instead of cheating completely with the infinite ammo code
then use this next one instead. To activate it, simply enter
the following code: Black, B, A, R, R, A, L, Black

Invincibility
My fifth code for this collection will make you invincible to

all enemy attacks - protecting you from bullets or explosions
that would normally rip your limbs off. To activate it, simply
enter the following code: X, X, X, R, A, L, L, Y

Refill Health
If invincibility sounds too much like cheating to you then

you might prefer my code that refills your health instead. To
activate it, simply enter the following code: X, R, A, Y,
Black, B, A, R

Unlock In-Game Movies
The next cheat I've got for this collection will unlock all of

the in-game movies at once and allow you to watch them at
your leisure. To activate it, simply enter the following code:
A, Y, A, Y, Black, R, A, Y

Topsy Turvy Mode
The next cheat I've got for you here will make your entire

gaming experience go all Topsy Turvy. To learn what I'm



babbling on about, simply enter the following code: Y, A, B,
B, A, B, White, White

Large Feet
The next cheat for this collection will give everybody large

feet. It sounds rubbish but it's in fact extremely hilarious. To
give it a go, simply enter the following code: R, White, Y,
A, L, B, White, X

Large Hands
The next cheat I've got for this collection will give

everybody big flapping hands. To activate this freaky cheat,
simply enter the following code: R, White, X, L, White, R,
R, Y

Large Heads
The final cheat I've got for you here will give everybody

massive heads, just like those tiny people who help out in
fairs. Don't ask any questions for the time being, just enter
the following code: L, Black, B, White, White, B, Black, L

Arx Fatalis
Password Codes
To activate the following cheats, first ensure that the

Arcade Magic option is off. Once you've done that, press X
to cast a spell and enter the corresponding series of runes

Massive Heads
If you want to make the game a little more light hearted

then the best thing to do is to give everybody massive
heads. It makes me laugh anyway. To activate Big Head
Mode, enter the following rune combination. Mega, Rhaa,
Mega, Rhaa, Mega, Rhaa

Mega Fire Bow



The next cheat I've got for you here will give you the
Mega Fire Bow. Fire a few rounds from the mega bow and
the enemy will be history in seconds. To activate the Mega
Bow cheat, enter the following rune combination. Spacium,
Aam, Mega, Spacium, Aam, Mega

Power Sword
You've got the Mega Bow, now how about getting your

hands on the Power Sword to match. To add the Power
Sword to your armoury, enter the following rune
combination: Mega, Aam, Rhaa, Rhaa, Rhaa, Rhaa

Level 10 Character
Cheat number four for this collection will create a Level 10

character with 30 stat points and 200 skill points.
Interested? - Then enter the following rune combination:
Mega, Mega, Mega, Mega, Mega, Vitae

Reveal Map
My fifth code will make your quest much easier, revealing

the entire map and giving you an unfair insight into the
land's geography. To reveal the map, enter the following
rune combination: Nhi, Rhaa, Aam, Nhi, Rhaa, Aam

Summon Perfect Warrior
If you're feeling up for a fight, but can't find an opponent

worth his salt then consider using my next cheat. To
Summon a Perfect Warrior for a Challenge, enter the
following rune combination: Mega, Mega, Mega, Aam,
Vitae, Tera

Unlimited Hit Points
A Perfect Warrior is fun for a while, until he starts tearing

you limb from limb that is. Well, we can put a stop to that by
entering the following rune combination for unlimited hit
points: Mega, Mega, Mega, Mega, Mega, Kaom



Disable Wall Collisions
The next code I've got for you here will disable wall

collisions, meaning you can walk through them at your
leisure. To activate the cheat, enter the following rune
combination: Mega, Tera, Mega, Tera

Level Zero Character
My final code for this collection will create a level zero

character with no runes and using default stats and skill
points. To activate the cheat, enter the following rune
combination: Nhi, Nhi, Nhi, Nhi, Nhi, Vitae

Auto Modellista
Level 1 Rewards
Successfully win all of the championship races on Level 1,

and then you'll unlock the Subaru 360 (K111), the Honda
AS800E, plus a number of tune-up and garage items.

Level 2 Rewards
Next, if you can win all of the championship races on Level

2, you'll unlock a Toyota Sports 800 (UP15), a Toyota Levin
(TE27), and again, a number of tune-up and garage items.

Level 3 Rewards
Next up is Level 3. If you can win all of the championship

races on this particular level, you'll unlock the Mitsubishi
Gallant GTOGS-R, and a number of tune-up, dress-up and
garage items.

Level 4 Rewards
We continue on with Level 4. Win all of the championship

races on this level, and you'll gain access to a Mazda
Savanna GT RX-3 (S124A), a Nissan Skyline 2000GTR
(KPGC10), a Nissan Fairlady Z432R (PS30), a Nissan Fairlady
240ZG (HS30H), plus some garage and tune-up items.



Level 5 Rewards
If you can then move on to win all of the championship

races on Level 5, there will be more for you to unlock. You'll
get the Jiotto DOME-Zero car, plus a weight reduction tune-
up and another garage item trophy.

Level 6 Rewards
Even less items are on offer on Level 6. Successfully win

all of the championship races on this level, and you'll unlock
the Mazda Cosmo 21, and the Gorgeous Trophy garage item.

Level 7 Rewards
And finally, if you manage to win all of the championship

races on Level 7, you'll unlock the Mitsuoka Orochi, the
Jiotto Caspita, the Tamiya Racing Track, plus some more
garage and tune-up items, and the game's credits.

Random Rewards
As well as all these set-ups, you'll also unlock a number of

random rewards based upon your success. These include
stickers, posters, and even another car or two.

Azurik: Rise Of Perathia
Invincibility
To toggle Invincibility on or off during the game, quickly

press:

X, Black, White, R + L, then click Left Analogue-
stick + Right Analogue-stick

If you entered the code correctly, you will hear a sound.

Save Anywhere
To save anywhere while playing the game, quickly press

the following combination of buttons:



White, Up, Down, A, B, then click the Right
Analogue-stick

If you entered the code correctly, you will hear a sound.

Big Heads
To give the characters big heads, quickly enter the

following codes during play:

Right Analogue-stick, press R, Down, Up, A
If you entered the code correctly, you will hear a sound.

Afro Hair
While playing a game, quickly press:

Down, Right, Black + White, click Right Analogue-
stick, click Left Analogue-stick, press Left Analogue-
stick Right + Right Analogue-stick Left, B, Y

If you entered the code correctly, you will hear a sound
and the main character will suddenly sport an Afro hairstyle.

Adjust View
To adjust the view while playing the game, quickly press:

R, Down, Up, Down, Up, click Right Analogue-stick,
click Left Analogue-stick

If you entered the code correctly, you will hear a sound.
You can now press L or R to move the view up or down.
Press Left Analogue-stick or Right Analogue-stick to move
the view forwards and back. Press the D-pad to zoom in and
out. Press A to view and remove the elemental power
display and press Back to resume normal view.

Gem Mode
To activate "Gem Mode", quickly press the following

combination of buttons during play:


